
 

 

Summer Holiday Home Work 2021-22 

Class XI C HUMANITIES 

English 
 

 Draw the mind map of the chapter The portrait of a lady covering below 
mention point:  * Appearance of the grandmother * Daily routine in village* 

Turning point in their (author and grandmother) relationship.*author went to 

university * author left for abroad * last hours of her life.  
 Imagine yourself as Shirley Toulson and narrate how you left when you looked 

at the photograph.  
 Go through the ppt based on Determiners and complete the exercises given in the 

PDF.             

 Note: Homework is to be done in English notebook 

 
Political Science  

 
 Read the first chapter and complete all the given questions. 

  
History 
  

Write short notes on the following points:- 
 Geography of Mesopotamian Civilization. 

 Urbanization 
 Movement of goods into cities 

 Mesopotamian and writing  
 Political factors 

 System of writing 
 Literacy 

 Uses of writing 

 Cuneiform Script 
 Write your name in Mesopotamian Script.    

 
Informatics Practices 
  

 Complete the attached worksheet. 

Economics  
 

Practical Work  
 Data collection on any one of FMCG Good  

 On the basis of  

o Taste and preferences  
 



 

o Price  
o USP 

o competition   
o Logo etc.    

 

Mathematics  
 

 Do the worksheet attached. 

    
Physical Education  
 

 In practical file give information about any one game of your choice. 

    
Commercial Arts  

 Do Practical Work       

 Educational poster       

 Object Drawing with pencil shading 
 Logo design  

  



 

IP Worksheet on Character Set, Tokens-Identifiers, Keywords:  

1. Name the person who developed Python? __________________ 

2. Python is Case-sensitive language. (True/False) ______________ 

3. Name some libraries which are used in Python. _______________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

4. ____________library can be used to create User Interfaces. 

5. Python can run on various platforms hence it’s known as __________ language. 

6. Python Libraries like ___________ and ____________ help in visualizing data in the 

form of graphs, charts. 

7. The language processor of Python is known as ___________________. 

8. Two modes of Python____________ and ____________________. 

9. In _____________mode, one command is executed at a time. 

10. _______________mode is also known as Python Shell. 

11. ____________mode is used to save the commands. 

12. _______is the extension of Python program files. 

13. To run a Python statement/script, this key can be pressed. ___________________ 

14. Python is High level/ Low level language. ___________________________ 

15. This mode of Python gives instant result of typed statement. _________________ 

16. Name some Python IDE. __________, _____________, _______________ 

17. To display the value of the variable Python uses Print()/print() statement. 

18. Python is Free and Open Source/ Paid software. ________________________ 

19. Which of the following are not valid in Python? “Python”, ‘Python’, “Python’, ‘Python” 

20. Which of the following are not valid identifiers in Python?  

Data_rec, _data, 1 data, data1, my.file, elif, switch, break 

21. Predict the output of the following statements? 

i. print(“Hello World”) 

ii. print(“Hello World”, 10+20) 

iii. print(“Hello World, 10+20”) 

iv. print(10+20) 

22. Special meaning words of Python, fixed for specific functionality are called ______. 

23. Names given to different parts of a Python program are _________________. 

24. Which of the following are keyword(s)? 

Name  Print  print  input 

25. Which of the following are valid identifiers?  

 My name _myname  myname  my-name 

 



 

Math Worksheet on Sets:  

Q1. State True/False: 

(1) Set of odd natural numbers divisible by 2 is a null set. 

(2) Set of even prime numbers is not an null set. 
(3) {x:x is a natural numbers, x < 4 and x > 11 } is an infinite set. 

(4) {y:y is a point common to any two parallel lines} is an infinite set. 
(5) The set of months of a year is a finite set. 

(6) {0,1, 2, 3 ...} is a finite set. 
(7) {1, 2, 3 ... 999} is an infinite set. 

(8) The set of positive integers greater than 99 is an infinite set. 
(9) {x: x is a square in the plane} ⊄ {x: x is a rectangle in the same plane} 

(10) {a, b} ⊄ {b, c, a} 

(11) {a, e} ⊂ {p: p is a vowel in the English alphabet} 

(12) {1, 2, 3} ⊂{1, 3, 5} 

(13) {p} ⊂ {p, q, s} 

(14) {a} ∈ (1, 2, 3) 

(15) {x: x is an even natural number less than 6} ⊂ {x: x is a natural number 

which divides 36} 
(16) If A ⊄ B and B ⊄ C, then A ⊄ C 

(17) If x ∈ A and A ⊄ B, then x ∈ B 

(18) If A ⊂ B and x ∉ B, then x ∉ A 

Q2. Write the following sets in the roster form. 
(i) A = {x | x is a positive integer less than 15 and 𝟐𝒏 – 1 is an odd number} 

(ii) B = {x :  𝒙𝟐+ 7x – 8 = 0, x ∈ R} 

(iii)C={x : x ∈ R, 2x+11 =15} 

(iv)B={x: x² =x, x ∈ R} 

(v) C={x = x is a positive factor of the prime number p} 

(vi) A = {x : x is an integer and –3 ≤ x < 9} 
 

(vii) B = {x : x is a natural number less than 10} 

(viii) Z= The set of all letters in the word INTEGRATION. 
(ix) X = {x: x is a prime number which is divisor of 90} 

Q3. Write each given set in the Set-Builder Form: 

(i) {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} 

(ii) {2, 3, 5, 7, 11} 

(iii) {January, June, July} 

(iv) {a, e, i, o, u} 

(v) {Tuesday, Thursday} 

(vi) {1, 4, 9, 16, 25} 

(vii) {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} 



 

Q4. Let A = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} B = {2, 4, 7, 8) C = {2, 4}. Fill in the blanks by ⊂ or 

⊄ to make the resulting statements true. 

(a) B __ A 

(b) C __ A 

(c) B __ C 

(d) ∅ __ B 

(e) C __ C 

(f) C __ B 

Q5. Write all the subsets for the following. 
(a) {3} 

(b) {6, 11} 
(c) {1, 2, 6, 7} 

(d) {a, b, c} 
(e) ∅ 

Q6. Write down all the possible proper subsets for each of the following. 

(a) {a, b, c, d} 
(b) {1, 2, 3} 

(c) {5, 10} 
(d) {x} 

 
Q7. Find the number of subsets for set whose cardinal number is 5. 

Q8.  Find the number of proper subsets of a set containing 6 elements. 

Q9. If U = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}  A = {2, 4, 6, 8},B = {3, 5, 7},C = {1, 5, 

7, 8, 9} Find (a) A’     (b) (A-B)’     (c)(AUC)’  (d) B’ 

Q10. If A = {1,2,3}, B = {4, 5, 6} and C ={5} verify that A U ( B ∩ C) = (A UB) ∩ 

(A U C). 

Q11. If U = {1,2,3, 5, 7, 9, 11}, V = {7, 9, 11, 13}, W = {11, 13, 15} and  
 X = {15, 17,19,21,23}; find 

 
(i) U ∩ V   (ii) V ∩ W    (iii) U ∩ W ∩ X    (iv) U ∩ W  

(v) V ∩ X  (vi) U ∩ (V ∪ W) (vii) U ∩ (V ∪ X) (viii) (U ∩ V) ∩ (V ∪ W) 

Q12. Two finite sets have m and n elements respectively. The total number of 
subsets of   first set is 56 more than the total number of subsets of the second set. 

Find the values of m and n. 
 

 

  



 

English Worksheet : 

Q1. Fill in the blanks with suitable determiners. 
 This book is mine but………………. is yours, (that, any) 
 …………. boys have done their work. (That, These) 
 He has forgotten……………….. of the details, (some, many) 
 The District Magistrate visited…………………….. flood affected area, (every, either) 
 ………….. villa is this? (Whose, What) 

 He is the…………. boy who has joined this gym. (first, whose) 
    I met her………… week, (this, those) 
  Sue will give us…….. information, (some/several) 
 There is……… milk in the fridge, (a lot of/few) 
 Of the cars parked here……… belong to this company. (none/every) 

Q2. Fill in the blanks with suitable determiners. 
 Does your cow give…………………………….. milk? (much, many) 

 Ramesh bought……………………….. ice-cream for the family, (some, many) 
 Good manners are needed………………………….. where, (every, each) 

 The calves were grazing in the field with…………… mothers for many years, (that, their) 

 ………………. answer is correct. (Neither, Either) 
 I shall meet him ………………………. week, (next, last) 
   Did you see…………………………… persons at the dinner? (much, many) 
  I have watched……………………………. movie of late B.R. Chopra, (every, many) 
 ………………….shop should we go in? (Which, Whose) 
 Give me…………………….. advice on how to improve my writing skills, (some, many ) 

Q3. Fill in the blanks: 
Obesity is a growing problem for ……………………. (both / all / any) kids and adults around the world as 
weighing too ……………………. (more / much / many) can damage your health. Researchers believe that the 
amount of sleep you get might be a key factor in determining your chances of being obese. A new study has 
found that elementary school students who slept too ………………………. (little / less / least) were more likely to 
gain weight.   Past studies have shown a link between sleeping ……………………… (little / less / least) and 
weighing more, but it hasn’t been clear whether kids who weigh too 
…………………….. (much / more / most) have trouble sleeping, or whether sleeping less leads to weight gain. 
………………………….. (both / all / either) scenarios seemed equally possible. 
Q4. Fill in the blanks with Numeral Determiners—one, two, some, any, little, few, all, both, much, 
many, several, etc.: 

 How ………….. money do you want? 
 Have you read ………….. stories? 
 I have read………….. short stories in Hindi but only …………..   in English. 
 I read the letter again and noticed that there were………….. mistakes in it. 
 How ………….. milk do you take every day? 
 There are………….. countries in the world where the population is not growing fast. 
 Would you lend me your watch for ………….. days? 
 Do you have …………. complaint against the clerk? 
 There are ………….. eggs in the basket, but there isn’t ………….. butter. 
 …………..  care could have prevented the accident. 
 ………….. of the boys has broken this window pane. 
 I have already spent the ………….. rupees you gave me. 
 ………….. the husband and wife are members of this club. 
 ………….. the customers insisted that the shopkeeper must provide them full measure. 
 The story was published in ………….. the local newspapers. 

 

 

 



 
Q5. Fill in the blanks with suitable determiners: 
There are (i) …………………. broken chairs in (ii) ………………….   farthest corner of (iii) 
…………………. room. 
 
(b) There is (i) …………………. egg on this plate and (ii) ………………….  dirty marks on (iii)  
…………………. table cloth. 
 
Q6. Fill in the blanks with suitable determiners: 
In my childhood, the teacher never appeared in public without (a) ………………….  cane in hand. I used to think 
that one’s guru was born clutching (b) …………………. cane in his right hand while (c) …………………. left held 
(d)…………………. pinch of snuff between (e)………………….  thumb and forefinger. He 
took (f) …………………. deep inhalation before proceeding to fluck the cane on my body. 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
  



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 
  



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 


